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ABSTRACT
In this paper we study the morphological properties of spiral galaxies, including mea-
surements of spiral arm number and pitch angle. Using Galaxy Zoo 2, a stellar mass-
complete sample of 6,222 SDSS spiral galaxies is selected. We use the machine vision
algorithm SpArcFiRe to identify spiral arm features and measure their associated
geometries. A support vector machine classifier is employed to identify reliable spiral
features, with which we are able to estimate pitch angles for half of our sample. We
use these machine measurements to calibrate visual estimates of arm tightness, and
hence estimate pitch angles for our entire sample. The properties of spiral arms are
compared with respect to various galaxy properties. The star formation properties of
galaxies vary significantly with arm number, but not pitch angle. We find that galaxies
hosting strong bars have spiral arms substantially (4-6°) looser than unbarred galaxies.
Accounting for this, spiral arms associated with many-arm structures are looser (by
2°) than those in two-arm galaxies. In contrast to this average trend, galaxies with
greater bulge-to-total stellar mass ratios display both fewer and looser spiral arms.
This effect is primarily driven by the galaxy disc, such that galaxies with more mas-
sive discs contain more spiral arms with tighter pitch angles. This implies that galaxy
central mass concentration is not the dominant cause of pitch angle and arm num-
ber variations between galaxies, which in turn suggests that not all spiral arms are
governed by classical density waves or modal theories.
Key words: galaxies: general – galaxies: spiral – galaxies: structure – methods: data
analysis
1 INTRODUCTION
Spiral arms are morphological features observed in the ma-
jority of low-redshift galaxies. Although low-mass galaxies
tend to have irregular structures (Binggeli et al. 1985), spi-
ral arms are common in massive galaxies with extended discs
Nair & Abraham (2010); Lintott et al. (2011); Willett et al.
? E-mail: ross.hart@nottingham.ac.uk
(2013). They are sites of enhanced gas density (Grabelsky
et al. 1987; Engargiola et al. 2003; Sa´nchez-Menguiano et al.
2017), dust (Sandage 1961; Holwerda et al. 2005) and star
formation (Calzetti et al. 2005; Grosbøl & Dottori 2012)
that form beautiful, sweeping patterns in galaxy discs. De-
scribing a galaxy’s morphology as ‘spiral’ is an imprecise de-
scription, as it encompasses a wide range of types of spiral
structure. Instead, spiral structure can be further described
as one of three types – grand design, many-arm or flocculent
© 2017 The Authors
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Elmegreen & Elmegreen (1982). Grand design spirals have
two distinct spiral arms, and many-arm patterns have multi-
ple global spiral arms extending to the edges of galaxy discs.
Flocculent spirals also have multiple arms, but the arms are
much weaker and less distinct. These structures have a va-
riety of formation mechanisms, but evaluating their signif-
icance requires a more quantitative approach. Two useful
geometric parameters that we can derive for spirals are the
number of spiral arms and the pitch angle. The former is
the number of clear, well-defined spiral features, while the
latter is a measure of how tightly-wrapped the arms are.
The form of the equation describing the path of a spiral
arm offers information on the underlying processes that are
responsible for the spiral arm. Logarithmic spiral arms are
usually indicative of density waves, whereas material arms
can usually be described by a hyperbolic function. Such a
function is directly proportional to the galaxy rotation ve-
locity, as material arms rotate rigidly with the galaxy disc
(Kennicutt 1981). It has been demonstrated that most spi-
ral arms can be well described by log spiral arcs (Rots &
Shane 1974, 1975; Boeshaar & Hodge 1977; Kennicutt &
Hodge 1982; Davis & Hayes 2014), which in turn suggests
that spiral arms are density enhancements due to the pres-
ence of density waves or other similar mechanisms, and are
not material in nature (Seigar & James 1998a,b; D’Onghia
et al. 2013).
The geometry of spiral patterns is well-studied in lo-
cal galaxies, in terms of both spiral arm number and pitch
angle. Although early studies of spirals were restricted to
small samples of a few hundred galaxies (e.g. Elmegreen
& Elmegreen 1982; Elmegreen et al. 1982; Elmegreen &
Elmegreen 1989; Ann & Lee 2013), Galaxy Zoo classifica-
tions have recently allowed for the study of statistically com-
plete samples of spirals an order of magnitude larger (Hart
et al. 2016, 2017). Two-armed, grand design structures are
more prevalent in high density environments (Elmegreen
et al. 1982; Hart et al. 2016), more likely to occur in the
presence of a strong bar (Elmegreen & Elmegreen 1982,
1989), and have more dust obscured star formation (Hart
et al. 2017), irrespective of galaxy stellar mass. These are
significant clues that the processes responsible for observed
grand design spiral arms differ from those that lead to many-
armed, flocculent patterns, and that bars and local environ-
ment may play a role in triggering a two-arm pattern in
galaxies (Elmegreen & Elmegreen 1983; Dobbs et al. 2010;
Semczuk et al. 2017).
Despite the advances that Galaxy Zoo has made in
terms of the study of galaxy morphology in large samples
of low-redshift galaxies, measures of spiral arm pitch an-
gles for such large samples remain elusive. Instead, much
smaller samples have been used, with typically .100 galax-
ies (e.g. Seigar 2005; Seigar et al. 2006; Mart´ınez-Garc´ıa
2012; Savchenko & Reshetnikov 2013). These studies of local
galaxies reveal interesting trends relating spiral arm geome-
try with fundamental galaxy properties. It has been estab-
lished that spiral arm pitch angle is strongly correlated with
the rotation properties of galaxies: galaxies with higher ro-
tation velocities have more loosely wound spiral arms (Ken-
nicutt 1981), and pitch angles are even more closely corre-
lated to galaxy rotation curves (Seigar 2005; Seigar et al.
2006). These results imply that the underlying mass distri-
bution of galaxies directly affects the shapes of spiral arms
(Seigar et al. 2008, 2014; Berrier et al. 2013), explaining
why galaxies with more tightly wound arms are often as-
sociated with greater central mass concentrations (Hubble
1926). Although this link has been clearly established, it
has only been observed in small samples of nearby grand
design spirals. Galaxies which display different types of spi-
ral structure could have a different explanation. Simulations
show that many-armed structures should have higher pitch
angles (D’Onghia et al. 2013; Grand et al. 2013) and there
is evidence that weaker, multi-arm spiral patterns are more
open (Puerari & Dottori 1992). In these simulated galaxies,
spiral arms wind up, becoming tighter over time, meaning
that pitch angle may also indicate the age of the arm fea-
ture (Pe´rez-Villegas et al. 2012; Grand et al. 2013). Strong
bars can also influence the pitch angles of spiral galaxies
(Athanassoula et al. 2009a; Mart´ınez-Garc´ıa 2012; Baba
2015). If a bar is strong enough and extends beyond the
galaxy corotation radius, the nature of spiral arms could
change completely, from density waves to material arms am-
plified at the end of the bar (Roca-Fa`brega et al. 2013). An-
other factor to consider is galaxy-galaxy interactions – such
interactions can morphologically disturb galaxies (e.g. Elli-
son et al. 2010; Kaviraj 2014; Patton et al. 2016), leading
to more open arms in galaxy-galaxy separations . 100kpc
(Casteels et al. 2013). Testing the effects that the aforemen-
tioned processes have on the structure of spiral arms re-
quires statistically complete samples of spiral galaxies with
measured arm pitch angles.
Automated methods offer an interesting prospect for
measuring pitch angles in large galaxy samples. Although
they still cannot measure overall morphological parameters
to the same level as human inspection, they do give an op-
portunity to study spiral arm geometries in more detail (e.g.
Considere & Athanassoula 1988; Puerari & Dottori 1992;
Saraiva Schroeder et al. 1994; Rix & Zaritsky 1995; Davis
et al. 2012). In this paper, we study the geometry of spi-
ral arms in a large sample of spiral galaxies combining vi-
sual classification statistics from Galaxy Zoo with an auto-
mated method of detecting spiral arms called SpArcFiRe
(see Davis & Hayes 2014 for a full description).
This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, the sam-
ple selection and galaxy data are described. This includes a
description of how spiral arm pitch angles are derived from
SpArcFiRe. In Section 3, spiral arm pitch angles are stud-
ied as a function of other galaxy properties, namely spiral
arm number, bar strength, central mass concentration, and
star formation rate (SFR). The results and their implica-
tions with respect to relevant theoretical and observational
literature are discussed in Section 5. Our conclusions are
summarised in Section 6.
This paper assumes a flat cosmology with Ωm = 0.3 and
H0 = 70kms−1 Mpc−1.
2 DATA
2.1 Galaxy properties
All visual galaxy morphological information is obtained from
the public data release of Galaxy Zoo 2 (GZ2; Willett et al.
2013). The questions that are considered concern whether
spiral arms are present, how tightly wound the spiral arms
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are and how many spiral arms there are in a galaxy. As these
are ‘third branch’ questions in GZ2 (see Willett et al. 2013
for more details about the GZ2 question tree) with multi-
ple answers, we use the debiased statistics from Hart et al.
(2016)1, which are consistent classifications free of redshift-
dependent bias caused by image degradation at higher red-
shift. These are biases in the galaxy population Supple-
mentary morphological data is included from Galaxy Zoo
1 (GZ1; Lintott et al. 2011). The galaxies classified in GZ2
were taken from the SDSS main galaxy sample, which is an
r-band selected sample of galaxies in the legacy imaging area
targeted for spectroscopic follow-up (Strauss et al. 2002).
The Hart et al. (2016) sample contains all well-resolved
galaxies in SDSS DR7 (Abazajian et al. 2009) to a lim-
iting magnitude of mr ≤ 17.0. In this paper, we consider
galaxies classified in the normal-depth (single-epoch) DR7
imaging with spectroscopic redshifts. Spectroscopic redshifts
are required for galaxies to have morphological data cor-
rected for redshift-dependent classification bias (see Bam-
ford et al. 2009 and Hart et al. 2016) and accurate measure-
ments of rest frame photometry. Rest frame optical pho-
tometry and redshifts are obtained from the SDSS DR7 cat-
alogue (see Bamford et al. 2009 for a detailed description).
Galaxy stellar masses are obtained from the Mendel et al.
(2014) SED fits. As we expect most visually classified spi-
rals to be two-component bulge-disc systems, we use the
bulge+disc masses from Mendel et al. (2014). We note that
these masses are largely consistent with those used in Hart
et al. (2017), which were obtained from the SDSS+WISE
catalogue of Chang et al. (2015), with a small offset of −0.07
dex and scatter of 0.10 dex.
Galaxy UV fluxes are from the GALEX GR6 catalogue
(Martin et al. 2005), which are included in the NASA Sloan
Atlas (Blanton et al. 2011). Mid-IR fluxes are from the All-
WISE catalogue (Wright et al. 2010), and obtained from
the reduced photometry of Chang et al. (2015). Details of
the matching procedure are included in Hart et al. (2017).
Star formation rates (SFRs) are calibrated using the stan-
dard conversions of Buat et al. (2008, 2011) for UV fluxes
and Jarrett et al. (2013) for mid-IR fluxes. The conversion
factors are detailed in Hart et al. (2017).
2.2 Sample selection
2.2.1 Spiral galaxy selection
In Galaxy Zoo 2, each response to a question is assigned
a value of p, which takes the value 0 ≤ p ≤ 1 (e.g. if
half of respondents said a feature was present, this would
mean p = 0.5). Spiral galaxies are selected using the same
criteria of Hart et al. (2017), by selecting galaxies with
pfeatures · pnot edge on · pspiral ≥ 0.5. We also limit our sample
to galaxies with redshift 0.02 < z ≤ 0.055 to select the most
reliably identified spiral galaxies, and to ensure the great-
est reliability in the Mendel et al. (2014) bulge-disc mass
measurements. We ensure all of our galaxies are relatively
face-on by using a cut of (b/a)g > 0.4, where a and b are
the isophotal semi-major and minor axes in the g-band.
1 GZ2 morphological measurements are available from
data.galaxyzoo.org
This corresponds to an inclination i < 70° for disc thick-
ness q = 0.22, e.g. Unterborn & Ryden 2008. Galaxy Zoo
statistics can reliably identify bars (Masters et al. 2011) and
spiral arms (Hart et al. 2017) for galaxies more face-on than
this threshold.
2.2.2 Spiral arm number
The spiral arm number in a galaxy can be identified in two
ways. The first is an absolute quantity, m, as used in Hart
et al. (2016). It is defined as the response to the spiral arm
number question in GZ2 which has the highest vote fraction.
It can take five discrete values: 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5+ spiral arms. It
is sometimes desirable to define a more continuous statistic
for measuring arm number, which does not have discrete
values. We therefore define mavg, which is the average of all
of the arm number responses, given by
mavg =
5∑
m=1
mpm, (1)
where m is the value assigned to each response in turn (1, 2,
3, 4 or 5) and pm is the fraction of votes for that response.
The statistic can take any value in the range 1-5, where
mavg = 1 means all volunteers said a galaxy had one spiral
arm, and mavg = 5 means all classifiers said a galaxy had 5+
spiral arms.
2.2.3 The presence of bars
The presence of bars in our galaxies is measured using the
response to the ‘is there a bar?’ question in GZ2. A contin-
uous statistic for this purpose is the quantity pbar, defined
as the fraction of responses that said a bar was present in a
galaxy. The bar question has been shown to be an effective
method for measuring not only the presence of bars, but
also the strength of bars in galaxies (Skibba et al. 2012).
In some of our analysis, we would like to compare galaxy
properties irrespective of the presence of bars. We use cuts
of pbar >0.5 to define subsamples of strongly barred galax-
ies, 0.2 < pbar ≤ 0.5 to define weakly barred galaxies and
pbar ≤ 0.2 to define unbarred galaxies (Masters et al. 2011;
Skibba et al. 2012) in our spiral sample. The numbers of
galaxies in subsamples made using these cuts are detailed in
Table 1.
2.2.4 Stellar mass completeness
In order to study galaxy properties in a representative man-
ner, we wish to define a sample of spiral galaxies complete
in stellar mass. The Mendel et al. (2014) catalogue con-
tains galaxies with 14 < mr ≤ 17.77. In GZ2, a faint mag-
nitude limit of mr ≤ 17 is also applied. All galaxies with
0.02 < z ≤ 0.055 with magnitudes 14 < mr ≤ 17 are included
in the flux-complete sample. The thin blue line in Fig. 1a
shows the faint magnitude limit as a function of redshift,
and the thicker red line shows the bright end limit imposed
in Mendel et al. (2014). In total, there are 12042 spiral galax-
ies with 0.02 < z ≤ 0.055 in the flux-complete sample.
In order to define a sample complete in stellar mass, the
stellar mass completeness limits are computed with redshift.
We follow the method of Pozzetti et al. (2010, later used in a
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low-redshift SDSS sample in Weigel et al. 2016) to define the
stellar mass completeness and the steps are outlined below.
Spiral galaxies were binned by redshift in bins of ∆z=0.0025.
Each galaxy in a bin was then assigned a limiting mass,
M∗,lim, defined as the mass the galaxy would have if its lu-
minosity was that of the faint luminosity-limit of the survey
at the galaxy’s redshift and it had the same mass-to-light
ratio, M∗/Lr . We then selected the faintest 20% of galax-
ies in the bin. The stellar mass completeness limit, M∗,lower,
was measured as the mass below which lay 95% of the M∗,lim
values of this faintest 20% subsample. This was computed
for each bin in turn, and they are shown by the blue circles
in Fig. 1b. As our sample also includes a bright magnitude
limit, we compute the upper mass limit, M∗,upper, by cal-
culating the maximum mass galaxies could have, M∗,lim max,
and measuring the mass above which 95 per cent of the lim-
iting masses of the 20 percent brightest galaxies in each bin
lay. These are shown by the red squares in Fig. 1b. The lim-
iting masses with redshift were then measured by fitting a
log curve to the upper and lower mass limits, and they take
the form
log(M∗,lower/M) = 2.07(±0.15) log(z) + 12.64(±0.21), (2)
and
log(M∗,upper/M) = 2.45(±0.08) log(z) + 14.05(±0.12). (3)
The ± values indicate the error in each fitted parameter,
obtained from the covariance matrix. These lower and upper
mass limits are shown by the thin blue line and thicker red
line in Fig. 1b. In total there are 6339 galaxies in the stellar
mass-complete sample between these limits.
In order to sample fairly for all stellar masses, a volume
correction is applied. This means the stellar mass-complete
sample can mimic a stellar mass-limited sample. For each
galaxy, the maximum volume is calculated using the upper
and lower redshift bounds where a galaxy with its stellar
mass could fall within the stellar-mass completeness limits
defined above. Each galaxy is then assigned a 1/Vmax weight-
ing. We remove any galaxies that lie in a very small volume,
and thus having large 1/Vmax corrections, by only selecting
galaxies in 9.45 < log(M∗/M) ≤ 11.05 (corresponding to
1/Vmax ≤ 10). In total, 117 (1.8 %) of the galaxies were re-
moved for this reason, leaving a final stellar mass-complete
sample of 6222 spiral galaxies. These samples are further
subdivided into spiral galaxies with different arm numbers
and bar probabilities. The number of spiral galaxies in each
subsample of the stellar mass-complete sample is given in
Ngal of Table 1, and the median, 16th and 84th percentile
stellar masses is given in the log(M∗/M) column of Table 1.
2.2.5 Matching in stellar mass
In Table 1, we see a small residual dependence of stellar
mass on galaxy morphology, with galaxies with more spiral
arms and stronger bars having greater stellar masses. In this
paper, we wish to study properties of galaxies with respect to
galaxy morphology only, with none of our results dependent
on stellar mass. For this reason, we choose to match all of
our subsamples in stellar mass to ensure there are no residual
dependencies driving our results in later sections. The four-
arm unbarred subsample is selected as the sample to match
to (denoted by a * in Table 1) as it is the one with the
−22
−21
−20
−19
−18
M
r
(a) Luminosity-complete sample (Nspiral=9570)
0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05
redshift
8.5
9.0
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10.0
10.5
11.0
lo
g(
M
∗/
M
)
(b) Stellar mass-complete sample (Nspiral=6339)
Figure 1. (a) Galaxy redshift vs. absolute r-band magnitude.
The black points show individual galaxies. The thinner blue line
indicates the faint magnitude limit (mr=17), and the thicker red
line shows the bright magnitude limit (mr = 14). (b) Galaxy red-
shift vs. total galaxy stellar mass (Mendel et al. 2014). The black
points show individual galaxies. The red squares show the up-
per mass limits in bins of ∆z=0.0025, and the blue circles show
the lower mass limits. The vertical dashed black lines show the
redshift limits of 0.02 < z ≤ 0.055. The best fit lines to the red
squares is shown by the thicker red line, and the best fit to the
blue circles is shown by the thinner blue line. In both panels, a
subset of 4,000 galaxies are shown for clarity.
fewest galaxies. We do note that there are actually fewer one-
arm spirals, but these are a special case of galaxy, usually
associated with mergers (Casteels et al. 2013), so contribute
little to our analysis later in the paper.
To mass-match, we use a method that we call KDE-
matching.2 This process matches two distributions by a
given statistic, which we call the reference sample and the
match sample. In our example, the reference sample is the
m = 4 subsample, and the match sample is each of the other
subsamples in turn. We convolve both samples with a Gaus-
sian kernel with bandwidth optimised via five-fold cross-
validation, resulting in a smoothed kernel density estimate
(KDE) for both. The match KDE is then divided by the ref-
erence KDE, and each galaxy in the match sample now has
an associated probability. These probabilities are normalised
so that the 95th percentile of all of the match probabilities
equals one. All galaxies in the top 5th percentile are set to
probability p = 1 and all other galaxies have probabilities
0 < p < 1. Galaxies are then sampled from the match sam-
ple, with probability, p of being included in the final matched
sample. This process was used for all of the samples, and
galaxies in these matched samples are in future referred to
as mass-matched samples or mass-matched subsamples. The
number of galaxies, and their associated stellar masses, for
each mass-matched subsample are given in the columns Ngal
(M∗-matched) and log[M∗/M] (M∗-matched) of Table 1.
2 The source code for this method is publicly available at
http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.815850
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Table 1. Galaxy sample parameters for all of our samples of galaxies. For the N columns, the first number indicates the total number
of galaxies, and the bracketed number indicates the fraction of those galaxies with at least one good spiral arm in SpArcFiRe (see
Sec. 2.3). In the stellar mass columns, the first number indicates the median stellar mass, and the bracketed values are the 16th and 84th
percentiles. The * next to the m = 4 (all) sample indicates that it is the sample that was used as the reference sample for matching in
stellar mass.
subsample N (all) log[M∗/M] (all) N (M∗-matched) log[M∗/M] (M∗-matched)
spiral (all) 6222 (48.7%) 10.27 (9.89, 10.64) 4908 (48.2%) 10.26 (9.92, 10.58)
m = 1 (all) 243 (25.9%) 10.18 (9.78, 10.57) 151 (20.5%) 10.25 (9.92, 10.56)
m = 2 (all) 4014 (46.6%) 10.26 (9.88, 10.63) 3208 (45.6%) 10.26 (9.93, 10.58)
m = 3 (all) 1108 (56.9%) 10.32 (9.93, 10.66) 876 (57.5%) 10.25 (9.91, 10.56)
m = 4 (all) 405 (54.6%) 10.31 (9.93, 10.67) 337 (55.5%) 10.26 (9.92, 10.56)
m = 5+ (all) 452 (53.8%) 10.27 (9.88, 10.62) 336 (53.3%) 10.24 (9.93, 10.57)
spiral (pbar ≤ 0.2) 2237 (48.4%) 10.23 (9.89, 10.56) 1920 (47.6%) 10.26 (9.92, 10.57)
m = 1 (pbar ≤ 0.2) 135 (20.7%) 10.18 (9.76, 10.54) 93 (16.1%) 10.3 (9.98, 10.58)
m = 2 (pbar ≤ 0.2) 1034 (46.9%) 10.19 (9.87, 10.53) 879 (44.7%) 10.25 (9.91, 10.57)
m = 3 (pbar ≤ 0.2) 570 (53.5%) 10.27 (9.93, 10.58) 514 (54.1%) 10.26 (9.93, 10.57)
m = 4 (pbar ≤ 0.2)* 221 (52.0%) 10.26 (9.93, 10.59) 221 (52.0%) 10.26 (9.93, 10.59)
m = 5+ (pbar ≤ 0.2) 277 (53.8%) 10.25 (9.88, 10.58) 213 (53.1%) 10.27 (9.93, 10.58)
spiral (0.2 < pbar ≤ 0.5) 1858 (50.4%) 10.25 (9.89, 10.61) 1554 (50.3%) 10.25 (9.93, 10.56)
m = 1 (0.2 < pbar ≤ 0.5) 79 (27.8%) 10.24 (9.81, 10.6) 43 (27.9%) 10.24 (9.87, 10.5)
m = 2 (0.2 < pbar ≤ 0.5) 1226 (48.2%) 10.23 (9.89, 10.57) 1081 (47.5%) 10.26 (9.94, 10.57)
m = 3 (0.2 < pbar ≤ 0.5) 330 (60.0%) 10.34 (9.94, 10.65) 256 (60.2%) 10.27 (9.89, 10.56)
m = 4 (0.2 < pbar ≤ 0.5) 115 (59.1%) 10.32 (9.9, 10.66) 88 (61.4%) 10.26 (9.91, 10.51)
m = 5+ (0.2 < pbar ≤ 0.5) 108 (53.7%) 10.27 (9.91, 10.61) 86 (54.7%) 10.21 (9.92, 10.52)
spiral (pbar > 0.5) 2127 (47.4%) 10.35 (9.89, 10.72) 1434 (46.7%) 10.26 (9.92, 10.6)
m = 1 (pbar > 0.5) 29 (44.8%) 10.17 (9.83, 10.82) 15 (26.7%) 10.08 (9.89, 10.43)
m = 2 (pbar > 0.5) 1754 (45.3%) 10.33 (9.88, 10.69) 1248 (44.6%) 10.27 (9.93, 10.6)
m = 3 (pbar > 0.5) 208 (61.1%) 10.51 (9.99, 10.8) 106 (67.9%) 10.2 (9.9, 10.54)
m = 4 (pbar > 0.5) 69 (55.1%) 10.6 (9.96, 10.81) 28 (64.3%) 10.18 (9.87, 10.51)
m = 5+ (pbar > 0.5) 67 (53.7%) 10.38 (9.85, 10.75) 37 (51.4%) 10.24 (9.92, 10.66)
2.3 Identifying spiral arms with SpArcFiRe
Spiral arcs for all of our galaxies are measured using the au-
tomated method from SpArcFiRe3 (Davis & Hayes 2014).
Given an input image, SpArcFiRe identifies and fits log-
arithmic spiral arc structures. We apply the SpArcFiRe
algorithm to the SDSS r-band images of our stellar mass-
limited sample of spiral galaxies. The method identifies sev-
eral spiral arcs for each galaxy and only some of these cor-
respond to true spiral arms. To correctly identify real spiral
arms, Davis & Hayes (2014) compared their spiral arc statis-
tics to those obtained from GZ2 and suggested selecting only
arcs longer than 75 pixels.
2.3.1 SpiralSpotter
In this paper, we explore a more robust method of identi-
fying arcs that correspond to real spiral arms, rather than
simply relying on a single length cut. We aim to use a num-
ber of parameters to identify whether a given SpArcFiRe
arc is reliable or not. For this, we require a visually inspected
‘true’ dataset to train upon. We presented a subsample of
spiral galaxies from the stellar mass-limited sample to vol-
unteers in an interface which we called SpiralSpotter4,
created using the Zooniverse project builder5. Volunteers
3 http://sparcfire.ics.uci.edu/
4 www.zooniverse.org/projects/uon/spiral-spotter
5 www.zooniverse.org/lab
Figure 2. An example of a galaxy image presented to volunteers
in SpiralSpotter. The greyscale image is the SDSS r-band im-
age of the galaxy deprojected to face-on in SpArcFiRe (see Davis
& Hayes 2014 for details of this process). The coloured curves in-
dicate where SpArcFiRe identified arcs in the image, each of
which are assigned a number. Each arc was assigned a unique
colour and number for volunteer classification.
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Table 2. Summary of the statistics identified by SpiralSpotter.
People were asked whether arcs were good, poor, weak, exten-
sions, junk or missing. The total number of classifications for each
of these classes are shown in the second column. The third column
shows the number of spiral arcs classed as one of these categories,
using the category which had the greatest fraction of the votes.
class Nclicks Narcs
good 1088 (16.4%) 244 (15.1%)
poor 298 (4.5%) 17 (1.1%)
weak 713 (10.8%) 85 (5.3%)
extension 669 (10.1%) 104 (6.4%)
junk 1175 (17.8%) 190 (11.8%)
missing 2673 (40.4%) 678 (41.9%)
were presented with an image of a spiral galaxy, with the
SpArcFiRe identified arcs overlaid. An example of one of
these images is shown in Fig. 2. In total, 252 galaxies were
visually inspected by ≥3 volunteers, with 1617 spiral arcs
visually inspected. The volunteers were asked about each
SpArcFiRe-identified arc, with six possible responses. They
could indicate that arcs were good matches to real spiral
arms (good), poor matches to real arms (poor), matches to
weak spiral arms (weak), extensions of previously identified
arms (extension), fits to features that were not spiral arms
(junk) or not present in the image (missing). The Nclicks col-
umn of Table 2 shows how the total number of votes were
distributed for all arcs. Each arc is identified as one of the six
categories, depending on which response recieved the great-
est number of votes. The number of arcs in each category
is shown in column Narcs of the table (any arcs where the
majority vote was split between multiple categories were ex-
cluded). It is notable from this table that most of the arcs
that SpArcFiRe identifies are not good matches to real
spiral arcs: only 15% of arcs were classified as ‘good’. It is
therefore imperative that we identify a technique that re-
moves the poorly matched spiral arcs in SpArcFiRe, which
we discuss in the next section.
2.3.2 Applying SpiralSpotter to the full dataset
From the SpiralSpotter statistics, we selected good arcs
as those where the majority of volunteers indicated that they
were good matches to true spiral arms in galaxy images. For
each arc we thus have a label of whether it visually corre-
sponds to a real spiral arm or not. We trained two models
with the aim of selecting only the spiral arcs from SpArc-
FiRe that correspond to real arm features. The first model
simply aimed to identify a suitable length cut to select only
the longest arcs (as in Davis & Hayes 2014). The second
model used a more sophisticated support vector machine
approach (SVM) from the scikit-klearn package SVM.SVC
(Pedregosa et al. 2011a) trained upon more of the properties
associated with each arc. For a more complete description
on how this method was trained, we refer readers to ap-
pendix A.
In order to assess how well a classifier is doing, we use
two statistics, completeness and contamination. Our com-
pleteness is given by
completeness =
N(good arcs, classifier)
N(good arcs, inspected), (4)
and our contamination is given by
contamination =
N(rejected arcs, inspected)
N(good arcs, classifier) . (5)
In theory, there are two ways in which a classifier can be
tested – either the completeness can be maximised or the
contamination minimised. There is a trade-off between these
statistics, in that including more positives in a sample will
generally improve the completeness, but also increase the
level of contamination. Given that we have a large number
of galaxies in our samples to compare, ensuring a high level
of completeness is not critical to this paper. Instead, we wish
to ensure that any sample we do define is as clean as possible,
so that any arc measurements are as reliable as possible. We
therefore aim to classify SpArcFiRe arcs to decrease the
level of contamination.
A useful piece of information that we can also use to
identify real arc features is galaxy chirality (whether arcs
wind clockwise or anti-clockwise), assuming that all of the
arms in spiral galaxies can only wind clockwise or anti-
clockwise. The SpArcFiRe suggested statistic that best
agrees with the GZ1 measured chiralities is the ‘weighted
pitch angle sum’. The sum of all pitch angles is calculated
(with clockwise arcs given positive values and anticlock-
wise arcs given negative values), and weighted by the arc
length. If the sum is positive, then the a galaxy is deemed
to have clockwise dominant chirality, and if it is negative,
the dominant chirality is deemed to be anticlockwise. From
the galaxies in our stellar mass-complete sample, 4801 were
fit in SpArcFiRe (fit state=‘OK’), of which 4779 (99.5%)
were visually classified by ≥5 people in Galaxy Zoo 1 (GZ1;
Lintott et al. 2011). We see a strong agreement between the
SpArcFiRe and GZ1 measured chiralities, with 4112/4779
(85.8%) galaxies in agreement, or 3676/3967 (92.5%) when
considering only galaxies where ≥80% of GZ1 classifiers
agree. We therefore have the option to remove any arcs which
do not agree with dominant chirality of the galaxy as mea-
sured by SpArcFiRe, if we wish to clean our sample. We
note that there are rare cases where both chiralities exist
in galaxies – such galaxies are likely to be disturbed galax-
ies, which are not the main focus of this paper, and would
require a more detailed examination.
Using a simple threshold to measure arcs, Davis &
Hayes (2014) suggest that 75 pixels is the best length for
finding a good agreement between arc number and arm num-
ber as measured by GZ2. Applying this threshold to the 252
galaxies in the SpiralSpotter subset achieves a complete-
ness of 0.97 (0.92 only selecting arcs which agree with the
dominant chirality) and a contamination of 0.57 (0.51). Us-
ing the trained SVM method, we achieve a completeness of
0.75 (0.73 only selecting the dominant chirality) and con-
tamination of 0.19 (0.19). For comparison, a length cut of
125 pixels achieves a similar level of completeness of 0.74
(0.72), but suffers from a greater level of contamination,
with values of 0.34 (0.28). Given the statistics listed above,
the trained SVM method was preferred as it minimised the
level of contamination better than the simple length cut. We
also removed any arcs which did not agree with the domi-
nant galaxy chirality, as we expect all arcs within a galaxy
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to have a single chirality. In total, 3028/6222 of the spiral
galaxies from the stellar mass-complete sample had one or
more reliably identified spiral arc. For the entire sample of
arcs in the SpiralSpotter set, there are 163 true positives
(SpiralSpotter=good arc, SVM=good arc), 39 false posi-
tives (SpiralSpotter=poor arc, SVM=good arc), 83 false
negatives (SpiralSpotter=good arc, SVM=poor arc) and
1332 true negatives (SpiralSpotter=poor arc, SVM=poor
arc). Some examples of the SpiralSpotter galaxy images
with their SpArcFiRe identified spiral arcs are shown in
Fig. 3.
2.3.3 Checking for redshift dependent bias
In Galaxy Zoo 2, the effects of redshift-dependent classi-
fication bias are carefully considered. In Hart et al. 2016
we developed a technique for modeling and removing biases
due to resolution and signal-to-noise effects, building on the
work of Bamford et al. (2009) and Willett et al. (2013). This
ensures that our GZ2 classifications are stable with redshift
(see Fig. 8 of Hart et al. 2016). However, such biases are
not unique to visual classifications. The fraction of galaxies
for which SpArcFiRe finds at least one ‘reliably identified’
arc (as defined in Section 2.3.2) is plotted as a function of
redshift in Fig. 4a. We use a luminosity-limited sample for
this analysis, complete for all galaxies in the redshift range
0.02 < z ≤ 0.055 brighter than Mr = −19.95. There are 9275
galaxies in this sample. We see that fewer galaxies have arcs
detected by SpArcFiRe at higher redshift; 59 ± 3 per cent
of our sample have one or more arcs in the lowest redshift
bin at z ∼ 0.02, whereas only 41 ± 2 per cent have detected
arcs at the high redshift limit of the sample at z ∼ 0.055.
SpArcFiRe rarely detects all of the spiral arms in a galaxy,
as can be seen in Fig. 3, and is less likely to reliably detect
spiral arms in lower resolution images, resulting in greater
incompleteness at higher redshift.
To address this issue, in Sec. 3.2 we develop an alterna-
tive method of determining spiral galaxy pitch angle using
the GZ2 statistics alone, which can be applied to all the spi-
ral galaxies in our sample. We present all our results using
both measures of pitch angle, finding good agreement.
As a further check of whether redshift-dependent incom-
pleteness or measurement issues could bias our results (e.g.,
if we are more likely to lose galaxies with looser or tighter
arms), we examine the measured pitch angles as a function
of redshift in Fig. 4b. Here we see that there is no significant
redshift trend for either SpArcFiRe- or GZ2-derived pitch
angles. These checks reassure us that our results are robust
to the details of the pitch angle measurements.
3 RESULTS
In this section, we use the SpArcFiRe arc measurements de-
tailed in Sec. 2.3 to identify the geometry of the spiral arms
in our GZ2 derived spiral galaxies. In particular, these data
can be used in conjunction with our GZ2 derived spiral mor-
phological statistics, complementing our already measured
spiral arm numbers in Sec. 2.2.2 to gain a more complete
insight into the spiral structure in galaxies. Links between
spiral arm pitch angle and other galaxy properties, including
visual morphological characteristics from GZ2, mass prop-
erties from Mendel et al. (2014) and galaxy star formation
rates (SFRs) are investigated in this section.
3.1 Pitch angle distributions
Using the arcs identified in Sec. 2.3, the overall pitch angles
of our spiral galaxies are compared. We use two statistics
to define pitch angles. The quantity ψarc is the pitch angle
assigned to each arc. To define a galaxy-level pitch angle,
ψgalaxy, we use the same length-weighted average pitch angle
as Davis & Hayes (2014), except we restrict the arcs to the
ones we have defined as reliable. The statistic is defined by
ψgalaxy =
Narcs∑
n=1
Lnψn
Ltotal
, (6)
where Narcs is the total number of well-identified arcs, Ln is
the length of each individual arc, ψn is the pitch angle of each
detected arc and Ltotal is the sum of all of the arc lengths.
In order to compare the distributions of pitch angles cover-
ing all of the broad morphological characteristics identified
in GZ2, our stellar mass-complete sample is divided into
four categories: two-arm weakly barred/unbarred (m = 2
and pbar < 0.5), two-arm barred (m = 2 and pbar ≥ 0.5),
many-arm weakly barred/unbarred (m > 2 and pbar < 0.5)
and many-arm barred (m > 2 and pbar ≥ 0.5), and the distri-
butions of ψgalaxy are shown in Fig. 5. Our mean pitch angle
is 18.0° with 16th and 84th percentiles of 12.2° and 26.1° for
the entire sample of spirals. For comparison, the Herrera-
Endoqui et al. (2015) S4G sample is shown. In this case, we
have no arm lengths, so we measure ψgalaxy as the mean pitch
angle of all of the arcs in each galaxy. For this comparison
sample, the mean pitch angle is 19.0°, with 16th and 84th
percentiles of 13.5° and 25.7°. We see that the overall distri-
butions match well with observed spiral arms in S4G, with
the peak pitch angles at ∼ 15-20° in all cases and KS p-value
> 10−2 in all but the two-arm unbarred subsample, where
the distribution is clearly offset to smaller pitch angles. We
note that we also see very few galaxies with ψgalaxy <10°
and ψgalaxy >40°, as expected from observations of nearby
galaxies (Seigar et al. 2008).
3.2 Comparing SpArcFiRe and GZ2 derived pitch
angles
In order to check the reliability of our pitch angle measure-
ments, we wish to compare our pitch angles to independently
derived pitch angle measurements. In GZ2, there are two
characteristics of the spiral structure that have been clas-
sified by eye: the number of spiral arms and how tightly
wound the spiral arms are. The latter gives a qualitative
measure of pitch angle in galaxies. In GZ2, volunteers were
asked whether the arms they saw were ‘tight’, ‘medium’ or
‘loose’. Here, we expect that galaxies classified with ‘loose’
arms to have larger galaxy pitch angles.
To measure how tightly wound the spiral structure is in
GZ2, we define two statistics. The first is w, which is defined
as the response to the arm winding question which had the
highest debiased vote fraction, and can take the values ‘t’,
‘m’ or ‘l’ (tight, medium or loose). The second statistic we
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m = 2 m = 3 m = 4 m = 5+
Figure 3. A randomly selected subsample of galaxies from the SpiralSpotter sample with m=2, 3, 4 or 5+ spiral arms as identified
by GZ2. Arcs are coloured by their status as true positive (SpiralSpotter=good arc, SVM=good arc, lime green arcs), false positive
(SpiralSpotter=poor arc, SVM=good arc, blue), false negative (SpiralSpotter=good arc, SVM=poor arc, orange) and true negative
(SpiralSpotter=poor arc, SVM=poor arc, red).
define is the average winding score, wavg. This is defined as
wavg =
3∑
w=1
wpw . (7)
This statistic is analogous to the one defined in Sec. 2.2.2,
this time using the responses to the arm winding GZ2 ques-
tion rather than the arm number question. If a galaxy has
perfect agreement and all classifiers said the spiral arms were
tightly wound, wavg=1, and if everyone classified the arms
as loose, then wavg = 3. In Fig. 6, we compare the winding
scores from GZ2 with the directly measured pitch angles,
ψgalaxy, derived from SpArcFiRe. The black lines in each
of the panels of Fig. 6 represent the entire population of
3190 galaxies from the stellar mass-complete sample with
reliable arcs identified by SpArcFiRe, with no cuts made
in arm number or bar probability. We see that a clear corre-
lation does exist between the two statistics (Spearman rank
statistics rs=0.30, p < 10−3). Such a result is expected if
both measurements are reliable methods for measuring spi-
ral arm pitch angle. To check whether this relation holds for
all types of spiral structure, we subdivide this full sample
into the same four broad spiral morphological subsamples
as in Sec. 3.1. The winding score vs. pitch angle relation is
plotted for each of these subsamples in Fig. 6. Here we see
that the correlation between these two measures still exist
(rs=0.35, 0.30, 0.26 and 0.25, p < 10−3), no matter which
type of spiral structure is present in the galaxy disc. These
results therefore offer encouragement that the SpArcFiRe
derived pitch angles are physically meaningful. It is also in-
teresting to note that pitch angle estimates are also obtain-
able from the GZ2 data alone, given the tight relationship
between the GZ2 and SpArcFiRe measured statistics. One
can do this using a fit to the GZ2 data. A linear best fit line
yields
ψGZ2 = 6.37wavg + 1.30mavg + 4.34. (8)
This calibration depends on both the GZ2 arm winding score
and the arm number. From Fig. 6a and 6c, including mavg
and pbar we see an offset from the black line for all galax-
ies that depends on spiral arm number – arm number is
included in the fit to avoid a systematic uncertainty with
arm number. From the distributions of ψgalaxy vs. ψGZ2, we
find that the rms scatter between the two galaxy pitch an-
gle measurements is ±7°. Given that this covers a significant
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Figure 4. (a) Fraction of galaxies with at least one good arc
as a function of redshift. The solid line indicates the fraction in
each bin, and the shaded region shows the error as calculated
from the method described in Cameron (2011). Fewer galaxies
have detected arcs in SpArcFiRe at higher redshift. (b) Average
pitch angle as a function of redshift for SpArcFiRe measured
pitch angles (green line with filled errors) and GZ2 measured pitch
angles discussed in Sec. 3.2 (purple line with dashed errors). The
lines show the mean for each bin, and the errors indicate one
standard error on the mean.
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Figure 5. Distributions of SpArcFiRe derived galaxy pitch
angles (ψgalaxy) for four samples of spiral galaxies: (a) two-
arm weakly barred/unbarred, (b) two-arm barred, (c) many-arm
weakly barred/unbarred and (d) many-arm barred. The grey his-
togram in each panel show the distributions for the S4G sample
of low-redshift galaxies. The vertical dashed black lines show the
median pitch angle of the S4G sample, and the dotted vertical
coloured lines show the median for each of our subsamples.
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Figure 6. GZ2 measured arm tightness (wavg) vs. SpArcFiRe
measured galaxy pitch angle (ψgalaxy) for the stellar mass-complete
sample of spirals. The lines indicate the mean value for each
bin, and the errors indicate 1 standard error on the mean.
The black line with grey-filled errors represent the full stellar
mass-limited spiral sample, and the thicker coloured lines with
dashed errors show the same values for four subsamples (a) two-
arm weakly barred/unbarred, (b) two-arm barred, (c) many-arm
weakly barred/unbarred and (d) many-arm barred. A strong cor-
relation is observed between the GZ2 arm winding statistic and
the measured pitch angle in all cases.
range of true observed pitch angles (see Fig. 5), we advise
that these pitch angle measurements should not be used for
small samples of galaxies. However, using Eq. 8 on large
samples of galaxies should give accurate measurements of
galaxy pitch angle across the population, which can be seen
from the tightness of the standard error on the mean in the
black lines in Fig. 6.
3.3 Pitch angle vs. galaxy structural parameters
In this section, galaxy structural properties and their rela-
tion to spiral arm pitch angles are investigated. Of particular
note are two statistics that have been derived from the GZ2
classifications of our galaxies: the number of spiral arms and
the presence of bars in galaxy discs.
3.3.1 Spiral arm number
Spiral arms can be categorised by their arm number. It is
often suggested that there are a multitude of mechanisms
that can lead to spiral patterns emerging in discs, and that
the mechanisms responsible for grand design patterns differ
from those that lead to many-armed ones (Dobbs & Baba
2014 and references therein). Simulations of modal spiral
arms also predict many-arm structures will have looser spiral
arms than spirals with fewer arms (Grand et al. 2013). Given
that some two-arm structures are associated with galaxy-
galaxy interactions, which are in turn associated with loose
structures (Casteels et al. 2013), the two-arm population
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may include galaxies with looser arms. In this section, we
compare the pitch angles for galaxies with different spiral
arm numbers measured from the GZ2 statistics outlined in
Sec. 2.2.2.
In Fig. 7a, we plot spiral arm number, m, vs. pitch an-
gle for all of our spiral galaxies. We use the stellar mass-
matched sample to do this, as galaxy stellar mass properties
influence the pitch angles of spiral galaxies (e.g. Seigar et al.
2006, 2014). Spiral galaxies with one spiral arm are removed
from this analysis, as there are only 31 one-arm spirals with
reliable arms in the stellar mass-matched sample. Here we
see a weak trend that galaxies with more spiral arms have
looser spiral structures – two-arm spirals have mean pitch
angle 18.6 ± 0.2°, whereas the corresponding values for each
of the many-arm categories are 19.2±0.3, 19.2±0.5, 19.4±0.6°
for m=3, 4 and 5+ respectively.
Bars could potentially influence the pitch angles of
spiral arms, and are more common in grand design, two-
arm spiral galaxies (e.g. Elmegreen & Elmegreen 1982;
Elmegreen et al. 2011). We investigate the role of bars in
more detail in Sec. 3.3.2. In this section, we control for the
bar influence on our arm number comparisons by using cuts
on the GZ2 pbar statistic described in Sec. 2.2.3. In Fig. 7b-
d, we show the arm number vs. pitch angle relationship for
unbarred, weakly barred and strongly barred galaxies sep-
arately. Removing barred galaxies has little effect on the
spiral arm pitch angle of many-arm galaxies: for three arm
galaxies, the mean pitch angles are 18.7±0.4°, 20.9±0.6° and
19.4 ± 0.8° for unbarred, weakly-barred and strongly-barred
galaxies. For four-armed galaxies, the mean pitch angles are
18.7 ± 0.6°, 19.5 ± 1.0° and 19.9 ± 1.7°, and for five or more
armed galaxies they are 19.1±0.8°, 19.5±1.2° and 19.7±2.4°
respectively. However, we see that the galaxy pitch angle
does depend on bar strength in two-arm galaxies: the mean
pitch angles are 17.0 ± 0.3°, 17.7 ± 0.3° and 20.0 ± 0.3°. From
Fig. 7, we can see that two-arm galaxies are between 1.7°
and 2.1° tighter than each of the many-arm subsamples.
In Fig. 8a-d, the spiral arm number vs. pitch angle rela-
tion is investigated, this time using the average arm number
mavg, rather than the absolute arm number. Similar results
are observed, where galaxies with more spiral arms have a
tendency to have looser arms. As was the case in Fig. 7a,
a weak correlation is observed when we include all spiral
galaxies in Fig. 8a (rs=0.02, p=0.33). However, a clear trend
is observed where the arms of many-arm spirals are looser
than in two-arm spirals for unbarred (rs=0.12, p < 10−3)and
weakly barred galaxies (rs=0.13, p < 10−3) in Fig. 8b-c. The
trend disappears when one considers strongly barred galax-
ies and galaxies with fewer arms actually have looser pitch
angles (rs = −0.12, p = 10−3).
3.3.2 The influence of bars
Bars can affect the types of spiral structures observed in
galaxies. In Fig. 9, we plot the GZ2 measured bar fraction,
pbar for two subsamples of galaxies with measured pitch an-
gles from SpArcFiRe. The thin orange line with filled errors
shows how the galaxy pitch angle depends on the GZ2 bar
probability for all galaxies in the stellar mass-complete spiral
sample, irrespective of spiral arm number. Here we observe
a correlation, where galaxies with stronger bars tend to have
looser arms (rs = 0.12). If we instead focus on only the galax-
ies with two spiral arms, indicated by the thicker red line in
Fig. 9, then a stronger correlation emerges (rs = 0.20). For
all spiral galaxies, the mean pitch angle varies from 17.9±0.4°
for the bin with the lowest bar fraction to 22.1± 0.7° for the
bin with the highest bar fraction, a difference of 4.1°. In the
two-arm case, it varies between 16.2 ± 0.5° and 22.1 ± 0.8°, a
significant difference of 5.9°.
Here, we see two competing effects which affect the
galaxy pitch angle. In Sec. 3.3.1, a difference with respect to
arm number was only observed in weakly barred or unbarred
galaxies. Although two-arm spirals generally have tighter
pitch angles, bars are also more common in these galaxies.
When considering unbarred spirals, we have a population
of two-arm spirals with arms with tight pitch angles, and
a many-arm population with arms with looser pitch angles.
Adding barred galaxies introduces a population of galaxies
with looser arms, which preferentially have two spiral arms.
This means the two-arm population has only slightly tighter
spiral arms when one considers the overall population includ-
ing barred galaxies.
3.4 Galaxy stellar mass properties
There is evidence that the central mass concentration af-
fects the shear in galaxy discs, which in turn directly influ-
ences the spiral arm pitch angle, both in grand design spirals
(Seigar et al. 2006, 2014) and in modal many-arm structures
(Grand et al. 2013). Using the stellar mass properties of
galaxies from Mendel et al. (2014), we now investigate any
correlations between central mass concentration and spiral
arm structure.
Some of the spiral galaxies in our sample include bars,
which often require a separate component to be fit (Gadotti
2009; Kruk et al. 2017), potentially affecting the accuracy
of bulge and disc mass measurements. For this reason, any
strongly barred galaxies are removed from this analysis (re-
moving galaxies with pbar ≥ 0.5). Since all of our galax-
ies are visually classified spirals, then it is expected that
they should be bulge-disc systems, with two distinct com-
ponents. We therefore use all galaxies in the stellar mass-
complete sample which have a bulge and disc component
fit. This leaves us with a sample of 4095 unbarred spirals,
2019 of which have spiral arm measurements in SpArc-
FiRe. The spiral arm number is compared for four mass
characteristics of our stellar mass-complete spiral sample:
the bulge mass (log[MB]), disc mass (log[MD]), the total
mass (log[Mtotal] = log[MB + MD]) and the bulge-to-total ra-
tio (MB/Mtotal). These quantities are compared to the aver-
age arm number in Fig. 10a-d. A clear trend is observed in
Fig. 10, where galaxy mass concentration does seem to have
a connection to spiral arm number: galaxies with greater
bulge fractions tend to have fewer spiral arms (rs = −0.10,
p < 10−3). We also see a weak trend that more massive galax-
ies also tend to have more spiral arms (rs = 0.05, p = 10−3),
a result we first observed in Hart et al. (2016), albeit with
a different stellar mass indicator. From Fig. 10a-b, we can
see that these results appear to be driven by differences in
disc mass, rather than bulge mass – we see a stronger posi-
tive trend that galaxies with more massive discs have more
spiral arms (rs = 0.12, p < 10−3) and a much weaker trend
that galaxies with less massive bulges have fewer spiral arms
(rs=-0.03, p = 10−2). Galaxy mass properties do seem to af-
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Figure 7. Spiral arm number, m, vs. pitch angle, ψgalaxy for the stellar mass-matched spiral sample with reliable SpArcFiRe arcs for
(a) all, (b) unbarred, (c) weakly barred and (d) strongly barred galaxies. The coloured markers show the mean for each arm number,
and the errorbars indicate one standard error on the mean. The black line in each plot shows the relationship for all spiral galaxies,
irrespective of bar presence for reference. Two-arm galaxies have tighter spiral arms than many-armed galaxies for unbarred and weakly
barred galaxies.
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Figure 8. Weighted average arm number, mavg vs. pitch angle, ψ, for the stellar mass-matched spiral sample with reliable SpArcFiRe
arcs for (a) all, (b) unbarred, (c) weakly barred and (d) strongly barred galaxies. The data is divided into eight bins in each panel, and
the line shows the mean for each bin. The shaded error region shows one standard error on the mean. The arms of fewer-armed galaxies
are tighter for both the unbarred and weakly barred subsamples.
fect the spiral arm number of galaxies but these differences
are mainly due to galaxy disc mass variations, rather than
any variations in bulge mass.
In Fig. 10e-h, the same four mass characteristics are
plotted against spiral arm pitch angle. We have two mea-
surements of spiral arm pitch angle. The first, ψgalaxy from
SpArcFiRe is a directly measured quantity, but is only
available for the 2019 galaxies with measured good arms in
SpArcFiRe. The alternative GZ2 derived pitch angle (see
Sec. 3.2) is available for all 4095 spiral galaxies. As was the
case with respect to spiral arm number, we do see correla-
tions with galaxy mass. Here we see a weak positive trend
that galaxies with greater bulge fractions tend to have looser
spiral arms (rs=0.08 for SpArcFiRe, 0.19 for GZ2; p < 10−3
in both cases). We see weak negative correlations that galax-
ies with greater total stellar mass have tighter arms (rs=-
0.03 and -0.19, p = 0.21 and < 10−3). Comparing Fig. 10e-f
shows that it is the galaxy disc mass that is responsible for
these trends, as was the case for the dependence of spiral
arm number on stellar mass. There is a negative correla-
tion between disc mass and pitch angle (rs=-0.06 and -0.29,
p = 10−2, < 10−3), but there is little or no correlation be-
tween bulge mass and galaxy pitch angle (rs=0.03 and 0.01,
p =0.19 and 0.71). It is interesting to note that these trends
are the opposite to what we expect if pitch angle differences
were driven purely by spiral arm number. In Fig. 7 and Fig. 8
we saw that galaxies with more spiral arms had looser struc-
tures, so one would expect galaxies with more massive discs
to have looser spiral arms. Galaxy central mass concentra-
tion does seem to affect both arm number and pitch angle,
but the disc mass is the main reason for the observed differ-
ences, rather than the bulge mass.
3.5 Star formation rates
The star formation properties of galaxies have been shown to
correlate to the properties of the spiral arms. For example, in
Hart et al. (2017), we showed that galaxies with fewer spiral
arms have a greater level of dust obscured star formation.
Studies of grand design spirals also show that SFR is lower in
galaxies with high shear (Seigar 2005), which in turn means
that spirals with the tightest arms have lower SFRs. The
star formation properties of spiral galaxies are compared
with respect to both the spiral arm number and the spiral
arm pitch angle in galaxies.
We use two photometrically derived SFRs in this pa-
per. The first is the far-UV measured SFR, SFRFUV, which
measures the amount of unobscured star formation in galax-
ies. The second is the mid-IR measured SFR, SFR22, which
measures the amount of dust obscured star formation. These
measures can be added to measure the total SFR, SFRtotal,
and the ratios of these indicators describe the fraction of
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Figure 9. GZ2 bar fraction, pbar vs. spiral arm pitch angle, ψgalaxy.
The orange line with filled errors indicates the relation for all
spiral galaxies in the stellar mass-limited sample. The thicker blue
line with dashed errors show the same relation for only galaxies
with two spiral arms in GZ2 (m = 2). The lines indicate the mean
for each of the bins, and the errors show one standard error on
the mean. Galaxies with stronger bars have looser spiral arms.
the star formation that is dust obscured. In the left hand
side of Fig. 11, four measures of SFR are presented as a
function of weighted average arm number, mavg. They are
SFRFUV, SFR22, SFRtotal, and the fraction of the SFR which
is obscured (SFR22/SFRtotal) vs. average arm number. We
use the stellar mass-matched sample of m=1, 2, 3, 4 and 5+
arm galaxies for this analysis, as there is a stellar mass de-
pendence on total SFR which we wish to control for (e.g.
Brinchmann et al. 2004; Salim et al. 2007). Fig. 11a-d show
the already established correlation seen in Hart et al. (2017),
this time using a continuous statistic to measure arm num-
ber. Galaxies with fewer spiral arms have more mid-IR star
formation (rs=-0.14, p < 10−3) and less far-UV star forma-
tion (rs=-0.21, p < 10−3). The total SFRs remain consistent,
with a sharp upturn below mavg=2. One-arm spirals are asso-
ciated with galaxy-galaxy interactions (Casteels et al. 2013),
which explains this trend.
In Fig. 11e-l, we plot the same four SFR quantities vs.
spiral arm pitch angle, rather than arm number. We again
use two measures of spiral arm pitch angle: Fig. 11e-h show
the SpArcFiRe derived pitch angles Fig. 11i-l show the GZ2
derived pitch angles. Here we see no strong correlations that
SFR varies in galaxies with different pitch angles, measured
from both GZ2 and SpArcFiRe. Although spiral arm num-
ber has a strong influence on the amount of dust obscured
star formation in galaxies, galaxies with different pitch an-
gles all show consistent SFRs and fractions of obscured star
formation.
4 DISCUSSION
In this paper, the SpArcFiRe method for measuring spiral
arm pitch angles was used in conjunction with morpholog-
ical statistics from GZ2. After evaluating the best possible
method for measuring spiral pitch angles, the overall prop-
erties of galaxies were compared with respect to their spiral
arm pitch angles. Galaxies with more spiral arms tend to
have looser arms (larger pitch angle) – arms associated with
two arm structures are ≈2° tighter than those in many-armed
galaxies. Galaxies hosting bars also have looser spiral arms:
there is a positive correlation between the GZ2 pbar statistic
and pitch angle. Galaxies with the strongest bars have pitch
angles ≈ 4° larger for all spirals, and ≈6° larger in two-arm
spirals. Comparing the overall structures of galaxies, we find
that galaxies with more massive discs have more spiral arms
and smaller pitch angles.
4.1 SpArcFiRe derived spiral arms
In Sec. 3.1, the overall spiral arm pitch angle distributions
were compared to those from Herrera-Endoqui et al. (2015).
Using the raw SpArcFiRe output combined with our by-
eye classified galaxies, we are able to see that the range
of spiral arms that our SVM deems reasonable agrees well
with another survey of spiral arm pitch angle, S4G (Herrera-
Endoqui et al. 2015). Given that S4G (Sheth et al. 2010) is a
volume-limited local survey with no cuts on galaxy morphol-
ogy and Herrera-Endoqui et al. (2015) fitted their sample of
482 spirals by eye, this should provide a set of reliable arc
measurements for a representative sample of local spirals.
This means that the spiral arms being detected by SpArc-
FiRe do seem to have the same range of pitch angles as
those observed using other methods. We see that there are
very few galaxies with ψgalaxy < 10° (7.5% of galaxies) or
ψgalaxy > 40° (1.1% of galaxies). This agrees remarkably well
with both the most open spiral structure of 40-45° (Seigar &
James 1998b; Block & Puerari 1999; Seigar 2005), and the
tightest of 7-10° (Block & Puerari 1999; Seigar 2005) ob-
served in other studies of nearby spirals. Seigar et al. (2008)
attributed these limits to the limits of the shear in spiral
galaxies – the shear in the discs of galaxies is closely related
to the central mass concentration and galaxies with little
or no bulge have ψ ≈ 10°. Conversely, the tightest observed
pitch angles correspond to the largest central mass concen-
trations observed in galaxies. Our distributions of spiral arm
pitch angles imply that these naturally occurring limits do
exist in a statistically complete sample of spiral galaxies in
the local Universe, and that these limits extend to all types
of spiral structure, rather than just grand design spirals.
4.2 Pitch angle and galaxy structure
4.2.1 Spiral arm number
In Sec. 3.3, the spiral arm pitch angles were compared for a
number of different galaxy structural parameters. The first
measure that was compared was the spiral arm number of
the host galaxy, measured using the GZ2 visual morpholo-
gies. We saw that many-armed galaxies generally have looser
spiral arms than their two-armed counterparts, irrespective
of host galaxy stellar mass. Studies of local grand design spi-
ral galaxies such as M51a show us that many two-arm struc-
tures are genuine density waves (Colombo et al. 2014; Schin-
nerer et al. 2017). Many-arm structures are instead usually
considered to be modal structures arising in gas rich discs
(Carlberg & Freedman 1985; Baba et al. 2013). Arm number
vs. pitch angle correlations have been noted before, where
a dependence on pitch angle on Elmegreen spiral arm class
has been observed. Garcia Gomez & Athanassoula (1993)
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Figure 10. (a)-(d) Galaxy mass parameters vs. average arm number (mavg) for the stellar mass-complete sample. Left to right: galaxy
bulge mass, galaxy disc mass, galaxy total mass, galaxy bulge fraction. The black line shows the mean and the shaded black region
indicates one standard error on the mean. Each galaxy is weighted by 1/Vmax. (e)-(h) Galaxy mass parameters vs. pitch angle for the
stellar mass-complete sample. The thinner green line with shaded errors show the pitch angles derived from SpArcFiRe, and the thicker
purple line with dashed errors show pitch angles measured from the GZ2 calibration. The strongest trends we observe are that galaxies
with more massive discs have more spiral arms and tighter pitch angles.
noted that there is a correlation, where many-arm and floc-
culent spiral arms are looser than two-arm structures. Our
results confirm the correlation of Garcia Gomez & Athanas-
soula (1993) for a large statistically complete sample of spiral
galaxies, with two-arm grand design spirals having tighter
spiral arms than each of the many-arm categories, which we
expect to include both many-arm and flocculent Elmegreen-
type spirals.
A potential explanation for the differences in spiral arm
pitch angles in different galaxy structures is due to the vary-
ing timescales over which spiral arms exist. Simulations of
many-arm structures show that the pitch angle of individual
spiral modes wind up over time (e.g. Wada et al. 2011; Grand
et al. 2012a,b; Baba et al. 2013). Many simulations also pre-
dict that these structures are usually short-lived phenomena
and are usually broken or merged into other structures after
∼100Myr (Baba et al. 2013; D’Onghia et al. 2013), where
spiral arms with ψ > 20° likely to be more transient features
(Pe´rez-Villegas et al. 2012) than those with ψ ≤20°. How-
ever, the mechanisms responsible for two-arm structures are
different from those in many-arm galaxies. The timescale
over which two-arm structures can exist is still debatable,
with some studies suggesting they are also transient phe-
nomena (Merrifield et al. 2006) but can potentially persist
for longer when considering the gas component of galaxy
discs (Ghosh & Jog 2015, 2016). Two arm structures can
also be tidally induced and wind up and decay over ∼1Gyr
(Oh et al. 2008; Struck et al. 2011). It may therefore be the
case that the tightly wound unbarred spirals we observe are
the remnants of long-lived internal structures or the later
stages of tidal features.
Another reason for the observed differences in pitch
angle with spiral arm number may be related to the ro-
tation curves of galaxies. Seigar (2005) demonstrated that
spiral arm pitch angles can be directly related to the shear
in the discs of galaxies: discs with falling rotation curves
have tighter spiral arms than discs with rising rotation
curves. Some tentative evidence that many-arm galaxies
have steeper, rising rotation curves has been found before
(Biviano et al. 1991), so these results may also indicate that
many-arm structures arise in discs with lower shear rates.
However, galaxy shear rates are closely related to the cen-
tral mass concentrations in galaxies (Seigar 2005), which are
in turn related to spiral arm pitch angles (Seigar et al. 2008).
We see no trend for galaxies with greater central mass con-
centrations having tighter spiral arm pitch angles, or more
spiral arms as shown in Sec. 3.4, suggesting that these dif-
ferences are not driven by differences in the central mass
concentrations.
4.2.2 The role of bars
In Sec. 3.3.2, the SpArcFiRe measured spiral arm pitch
angles are related to the presence of bars in the discs of
galaxies, finding that galaxies with bars have looser spiral
arms. This trend is particularly apparent when consider-
ing the two-arm population of spirals. Since grand design,
two-arm structures are usually linked with both bars and
companions (Kormendy & Norman 1979; Seigar & James
1998a; Kendall et al. 2011), and bars can be tidally induced
(Semczuk et al. 2017), one possibility is that loose spiral
arms in barred galaxies can potentially be the result of a
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Figure 11. (a)-(d) Spiral arm number vs. galaxy SFR properties for the stellar mass-matched sample of spirals. From top to bottom,
the properties are far-UV SFR, mid-Ir SFR, total SFR and mid-IR SFR fraction. The same four quantities are plotted vs. SpArcFiRe
derived pitch angles in (e)-(h) and GZ2 derived pitch angles in (i)-(l). The solid line in each subplot shows the mean, and the errors
indicate one standard error on the mean. Although SFR properties vary with spiral arm number, there is no clear correlation with pitch
angle.
galaxy-galaxy interaction disturbing the structure and form-
ing loose tidal tails and bridges. Although bars are more
common in higher density environments (Skibba et al. 2012;
Smethurst et al. 2017), GZ2 statistics from Casteels et al.
(2013) suggest that loose arms and bars are not due to pair
interactions. As Casteels et al. (2013) showed that bars are
actually suppressed, but the frequency of two-arm structures
and loose spiral arms actually increases in close galaxy pairs,
we do not favour this scenario. Looking for further evidence
would require looking for interaction signatures at the most
local galaxy scales, which are beyond the scope of this paper.
A second possibility is that the presence of bars may
have a strong influence on the dynamics within the discs of
galaxies. Of particular interest is the ‘invariant manifold the-
ory’ (Romero-Go´mez et al. 2006, 2007; Athanassoula et al.
2009a,b, 2010). A key prediction of this theory is that galax-
ies with stronger bars will have looser spiral arms than those
with weak bars. Interpreting the GZ2 pbar statistic as a rel-
ative measure of bar strength, our result would be in direct
agreement with this prediction. We do, however, note that
this evidence is somewhat tentative, as there are also other
possibilities related to the dynamics of spiral galaxies that
could give rise to this result. For example, Baba (2015) de-
scribe a scenario where grand design spiral arms are ampli-
fied as they come closer to a bar, meaning that we may be
seeing a signature that stronger bars amplify more efficiently
at larger pitch angles. Another possibility is that the dynam-
ics of spiral arms are altered when the bar becomes promi-
nent (Roca-Fa`brega et al. 2013). In this case, it has been
suggested that the arms are better fit with a rigidly rotating
disc, which would lead to arms which have hyperbolic rather
than logarithmic patterns (Seiden & Gerola 1979; Kennicutt
1981), potentially closing to ring-like features which cannot
be described by a spiral equation with a single pitch angle
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(Buta 1986, 2017). In this set of SpArcFiRe models, only
logarithmic spirals are used to measure arms, so the differ-
ences in pitch angle could also be an artefact of mis-fitting
the arms with a function that does not represent the spiral
arm. If the logarithmic spiral equation was not the correct
equation to fit, one would expect fewer galaxies to have de-
tected arms. However, we see no difference in the number
of galaxies with detected spiral arms with respect to pbar,
meaning that spiral arms in barred galaxies are log spiral
arcs, disfavouring the possibility that they are rigidly rotat-
ing arms.
4.2.3 Galaxy mass concentrations
In Sec. 3.4, the mass properties of our unbarred galaxies were
compared with respect to their spiral arm morphologies.
Galaxies with more massive discs have more spiral arms,
which in turn means that galaxies with lower bulge-to-total
ratios have more spiral arms. However, we see no trend with
respect to bulge mass. Given that pitch angle correlates with
arm number, one naively would expect a positive correlation
between arm number and disc mass, but we find a weak neg-
ative trend that galaxies with more massive discs and lower
bulge-to-total ratios have looser spiral arms. The first result
is perhaps surprising when considering simulations of modal
spiral arms, which suggest that when galaxies have more
massive bulges, higher order modes (more spiral arms) will
dominate (Grand et al. 2013; D’Onghia 2015). These mod-
els do usually consider isolated galaxies and some assumed
dark matter halo profile. The dominant spiral arm mode will
actually depend on the scale and mass of the dark matter
halo as well as the mass of the disc and bulge, requiring a
more complex analysis. Our results suggest that the spiral
arms in our galaxies are not modal in nature, but driven by
other processes, such as density waves or galaxy interactions.
However, a more complete analysis of these models, includ-
ing all of the relevant parameters is required to confirm this
result, which will be done in a subsequent paper. This result
would also appear to contradict the idea that galaxies with
greater levels of shear have more tightly wound spiral arms
(Seigar 2005; Seigar et al. 2008). We note that these studies
are usually done on small samples of nearby galaxies, with
clear, unbarred grand design spiral arms. Our result that
bulge mass has no influence on arm pitch angle suggests
that this relation does not hold for the entire spiral galaxy
population, and that spiral arm pitch angle is more heavily
influenced by other properties, such as disc mass, arm num-
ber and the potential presence of a bar, rather than just
central mass concentration.
4.3 Star formation rates
In Sec. 3.5, it was shown that SFR depends on spiral arm
number. Galaxies with more spiral arms tend to have more
UV and less mid-IR emission, indicating that the SFR is
less obscured by dust in many-armed galaxies, but that the
overall SFRs are similar in all types of spiral galaxies. The
reasons for these trends are discussed in more detail in Hart
et al. (2017), but can be related to the geometry of star
formation and molecular clouds in galaxies. We also found
that SFRs are consistent in spiral galaxies irrespective of
arm number, other than when the number of spiral arms was
less than two. We saw an increase in both the mid-IR and
total SFR. Given that one-arm galaxies in GZ2 have been
associated with merger remnants (Casteels et al. 2013), this
would suggest that high SFRs are triggered by galaxy-galaxy
interactions (Barton et al. 2000; Ellison et al. 2008; Willett
et al. 2015). Despite the strong, clear trends with spiral arm
number, we found no differences in the SFRs with spiral
arm pitch angle. In grand design spiral galaxies, shear rates
are related to spiral arm pitch angles (Seigar et al. 2008,
2014). If the shear is too high, galaxies have been shown to
have lower total SFRs (Seigar 2005). One would therefore
expect galaxies with tighter spiral arms to have lower total
SFRs if shear was responsible for the differences in spiral
galaxy pitch angle. Given that we find no relation between
SFR and pitch angle, this would suggest that shear is not
reposnsible for pitch angle differences between galaxies. We
also find no enhancements in the SFRs of spirals with looser
arms, meaning that the loosest arm spirals are unlikely to
be merger remnants like one-arm spirals.
5 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the spiral arm pitch angles for a sample of GZ2
identified spiral galaxies were measured and compared. The
arm pitch angles in multi-arm spiral galaxies are on average
larger than those in grand design, two-arm spirals. We sug-
gest a number of possible reasons for these results, including
the ideas that multi-arm patterns may be short-lived or that
the mechanisms that cause galaxies to have different arm
numbers also influence the spiral arm pitch angles. We also
find evidence that spiral arms are looser when strong bars
are present in galaxies. This can be interpreted as evidence
for bars influencing the dynamics of galaxies, such as in in-
variant manifold theory, or as evidence that barred galax-
ies are potentially triggered by interactions. We showed that
many-arm structures are more prevalent in galaxies with less
dominant bulges and that pitch angles are looser when the
bulge is more dominant. These results imply that the spiral
galaxies that we observe are not truly modal in nature and
that the shear rates in discs are not the dominant reason for
variations in spiral arm pitch angle. Finally, we saw weak
trends that galaxies with more mid-IR star formation have
looser spiral arms, an effect that could be related to shear
or galaxy-galaxy interactions.
Given that spiral arms are fundamental features seen
in significant numbers of low-redshift galaxies, the results
in this paper show that their origins are still not well-
understood. It has been fifty years since the density wave
theory was proposed (Lindblad 1963; Lin & Shu 1964) as the
principal reason for the appearance of spiral arms in galax-
ies and thirty years since spiral arms have been formed in
simulations (Sellwood & Carlberg 1984). With this detailed
investigation into the number of arms formed and their tight-
ness we are able to show how complex spiral formation pat-
terns are and that some of the most basic scaling relations
do not seem to hold for the majority of low-redshift spirals.
Given that bar and disc properties seem to be as impor-
tant as central mass concentrations in influencing the pitch
angles of spiral galaxies, there are a multitude of complex
mechanisms at play in galaxies that affect the properties of
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spiral arms. The use of methods like those described in this
paper to detect individual spiral arms in galaxies, coupled
with a wealth of dynamical data becoming available (Bryant
et al. 2015; Bundy et al. 2015), can potentially help to dis-
entangle the different mechanisms that affect the spiral arm
morphology in galaxies.
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APPENDIX A: SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE
ARM CLASSIFICATION
Given the statistics from SpiralSpotter, the overall char-
acteristics of true arms are assessed. The resulting distribu-
tions are shown in Fig. A1. From these distributions, true
spiral arms can be identified by the following characteristics:
(i) L (arc length): this is the primary way in which true
spiral arcs have been distinguished from noise in Davis &
Hayes (2014). Generally, we expect that longer arcs are more
likely to be real objects. Our SpiralSpotter analysis shows
that this is indeed the case.
(ii) ∆r (radial arm range): generally, we see that true spi-
ral arcs are more likely to cover a wider range of the galaxy’s
radius.
(iii) ψarc (arc pitch angle): true spiral arcs seem to prefer-
entially occupy the range 10 < ψarc < 40°. This is similar to
the range observed in other samples of nearby galaxies (e.g.
Seigar et al. 2008).
(iv) rstart (initial arc radius): generally, true spiral arcs are
more likely emanate from closer to the centre of galaxies.
(v) rend (end arc radius): this parameter appears to have
little influence, but we do see that true spiral arcs tend to end
at ∼100 pixels. We note that SpArcFiRe scales all images
using an isophotal ellipse fitting routine, so these distances
are similar in all galaxies.
(vi) ∆θ (angular extent of the arms): true spiral arms have
longer ∆θ values, meaning that they wrap further around the
centre of the host galaxy.
(vii) Npixels (number of pixels that the SpArcFiRe arc
mask comprises): true spiral are drawn through regions
made up of more pixels.
We can therefore look for these characteristics in the
spiral arms of all of our galaxies. However, these data form
a high-dimensional space, with multiple underlying correla-
tions between the variables. Rather than define individual
data cuts, we instead train a machine learning classifier on
these arc characteristics. After evaluating all possibilities, we
elect to use a called a support vector machine or SVM, using
the svm.svc package from scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al.
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Figure A1. Distributions of the seven parameters listed in ap-
pendix A for arcs that have been visually identified as poor arcs
(pgood < 0.5, grey filled histograms) and good fits to real spiral
arms (pgood ≥ 0.5, blue stepped histograms).
2011a). The SVM was trained on all seven of the variables
listed above.
From SpiralSpotter, we have 252 galaxies which have
been visually inspected. Training our SVM requires a train-
ing set and an independent test set to check its results. The
training set was a randomly selected set of 200 galaxies and
the test set was made up of the remaining 52 galaxies (an ap-
proximately 80:20 split). The test set was kept separate from
the training set and the SVM was trained on four subsam-
ples, including 50, 100, 150 and 200 galaxies respectively, to
check its performance as more data was included. The com-
pleteness and contamination for the SVM trained on each
of the subsamples are shown in Fig. A2. We see that in-
cluding more galaxies delivers a marginal improvement in
terms of completeness as more galaxies are trained upon,
and the contamination stays relatively constant. Our SVM
is therefore trained on these 200 galaxies, as adding in more
galaxies does little to improve the performance of the SVM
classifier. This trained SVM is then applied to the full sam-
ple of galaxies discussed in Sec. 2.2 and later, to identify
reliable logarithmic arcs in galaxies.
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by
the author.
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Figure A2. Completeness (thin blue line) and contamination
(thick red line) of the test set of galaxies, for the SVM trained on
samples of different sizes. The solid lines indicate the the statistics
when all spiral arcs are considered, and the dashed line shows the
same statistics when only arcs with agreement with the dominant
galaxy chirality (discussed in Sec. 2.3) are considered.
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